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Introduction 
The siege of the Grand Mosque at Mecca by Juhayman al-Utaybi is one of the most 

significant events in the history of Islamist dissident movements.
i
 However, thirty years later, it 

remains one of the least understood. This is partially due to the media blackout imposed by the 

Saudi government and that regime‟s ability to control discussion of the topic. Furthermore, a key 

problem has been the persistent lack of primary sources. Research on the topic has evolved over 

the years, including two major works that have revealed both the background of the attack and 

the details of the event itself in great detail.
 ii

  An ongoing gap in the literature is a discussion of 

the influence of al-Utaybi's group on later movements, as well as a concise retelling of the event 

that does not consistently link the siege to the growth of al-Qaeda. The following research 

project focuses on details of the attack itself and sheds light on the movement‟s later influence 

both in ideology and strategy.  

This research will be divided into three parts: the background to the siege, the actual 

event and Saudi response, and the findings which will shed light on the continuing influence of 

the incident on later movements.
 iii

 The first section reveals that al-Utaybi‟s movement was a 

product of Saudi socio-political culture, but was not directly linked to any other pre-existing 

movements. The second section recounts the attack in detail and dispels some popular myths 

regarding it, including the participation of Pakistani forces. The final section sheds light on the 

enormous and varying impact of this event throughout history and to the modern day. 

Background to the Siege 

The Al-Saud regime has consistently presented itself as protector of the Islamic faith, 

implementing strict Islamic principles in the Kingdom and abroad. From the beginning, the 

Saudi regime co-opted the Wahhabi clerical establishment,
iv

 making it an integral part of the 

regime‟s power base, and using its religious legitimacy to ensure stability for the al-Sauds and to 

silence dissent.
v
 
 
Partially as a result of this legitimacy, and partially as a result of the tight reins 

that Saudi security forces have kept on that society, there have been few examples of violent 

Islamist opposition to the Saudi throne since its establishment in 1902, apart from the Ikhwan 

movement in the 1920s.
vi

  

Following this major revolt, the al-Saud regime was free from significant domestic 

opposition, apart from a few secular movements. The introduction of modern technology during 

the oil era combined with the presence of secular opposition movements created a sense of 

anxiety amongst conservative religious groups. The resulting environment was favorable for the 

development of organic Islamist groups in the Kingdom.
vii

 Growing Islamic sentiment combined 

with rapid modernization resulted in the growth of a pietistic, isolationist salafi
viii

 movement 

within Saudi Arabia. Al-Utaybi‟s followers came from this movement and formed a group, 

referred to as Al-Jami'a Al-Salafiyya Al- Muhtasiba (JSM).
ix

  

This group formed in poorer neighborhoods of Medina in 1966, in response to socio-

economic changes caused by rapid modernization and urbanization as a result of the oil boom. In 

particular, the presence of the American oil company ARAMCO on Saudi soil, and the resulting 

American and European communities, created resentment amongst many Saudis.  The 

organization was driven by the belief that the mainstream schools of Islamic thought, including 

Wahhabism, needed to be purified of innovations and misperceptions and also sought to counter 

other political Islamist groups.
x
  Al-Utaybi and his followers saw themselves as protectors of 

traditional Saudi society from the offensive influence of Westernization. At this stage, JSM was 

not anti-government, but rather anti-Westernization.
xi
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Like many Saudi religious groups, the JSM itself was not a political movement, but its 

ideology certainly had political ramifications. Because of the intersection of religion and politics 

in Saudi society, deviant groups criticizing the Wahhabi establishment are at the same time 

attacking one of the fundamental bases of the monarchy‟s claims to legitimacy. Tensions 

between the clerical establishment and JSM reached their peak in 1977 when senior scholars 

visited the group in order to confront them about some of their unusual practices.
xii

 Following 

this meeting, the JSM was split between the older and younger members of this group.
xiii

 Al-

Utaybi belonged to the latter and represented those who insisted on continuing their activities 

regardless of what the traditional leadership thought.
xiv

  This movement was thus forced 

underground, allowing al-Utaybi to hijack its cause.
xv

 

Al-Utaybi formed a new group, called simply the Ikhwan. Like the original Ikhwan 

movement, al-Utaybi‟s movement criticized the Saudi regime for putting an end to jihad and 

using religion as a means to justify their world interests.
xvi

 Ideologically, however, the group 

differed from the original Ikhwan in many respects, namely its commitment to salafi rather than 

the traditional Wahhabi thought. This allegiance was made clear both in his public address on the 

day of the siege and in a compendium of letters that circulated secretly throughout both Saudi 

Arabia and Kuwait, where the JSM had gained a significant following.
 xvii

 “We owe obedience 

only to those who lead by God‟s book. Those who lead the Muslims with differing laws and 

systems and who only take from religion what suits them have no claim on our obedience and 

their mandate to rule is nil.”
xviii

 

Al-Utaybi‟s movement differs significantly from traditional militant Sunni thought on an 

important level: the declaration of the mahdi and taking refuge in the Grand Mosque. While most 

Islamic ideologies believe in the mahdi in some capacity, the manner in which al-Utaybi‟s 

movement declared the mahdi is offensive to most Sunnis because the hadith which explain the 

arrival of the mahdi details the specific requirements for his appearance, background, and the 

way in which he will be declared mahdi. Specifically, the arrival of the mahdi cannot be planned. 

Apart from this, there is a specific hadith stating that the first man to declare himself mahdi and 

take refuge inside the Grand Mosque will be killed.
 xix

 

While many scholars claim that the Saudi security establishment was unaware of al-

Utaybi‟s group, it is clear that the authorities had actually been keeping tabs on al-Utaybi since 

his split with the JSM. Indeed, in December 1977, Saudi police raided al-Utaybi‟s headquarters; 

al-Utaybi himself escaped to seek refuge in the desert but thirty of his followers were detained. 

However, the threat that this group posed to the monarchy was not clear until al-Utaybi 

successfully stormed the holiest site in Islam, highlighting the monarchy‟s inability to live up to 

its self-proclaimed duties as Custodian of the Holy Sites. 

Seizure of the Mosque and Government Response 

 In preparation for the day in which the mahdi would allegedly arrive on earth to wage 

war for Islam‟s holy of holies, al-Utaybi and his followers began to stockpile weapons and 

confirm the participation of members of his organization. The attack was scheduled to occur on 

New Year‟s Day of the year 1400 according to the Islamic calendar, a day which has special 

significance amongst many messianic groups. By the day of the siege, al-Utaybi had between 

300 and 500 militants to aid in the storming of the mosque.
xx

 In addition, for a bribe of 40,000 

riyals members of the Grand Mosques‟s guard service allowed members of the group brief 

access to the underground chambers of the mosque, the Qaboo. Using this access, al-Utaybi 

packed weaponry, ammunition and supplies of food into pickup trucks that were driven into the 

Qaboo for use during the siege.
xxi
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 The hajj pilgrimage season had recently ended, and the holy site remained more crowded 

than usual with around 50,000 pilgrims preparing to recite the morning prayer. The special 

significance of New Year‟s Day of a new century could also account for the high number of 

visitors to the mosque that morning.  

As is customary, worshippers slept in the mosque‟s many rooms, and carried many of 

their belongings with them. Many pilgrims bring the coffins of their recently-deceased relations 

to the mosque so that the Imam can bestow on the dead a final blessing in the most sacred place 

in Islam. However, on this particular morning, many of these coffins contained more pernicious 

materials including a variety of automatic rifles, bullet belts and many pistols.
xxii

 

As the Imam of the Grand Mosque, Mohammad Ibn Subeil,
xxiii

 performed his ablutions 

and prepared to recite the morning‟s first prayer, the insurgents prepared their weapons for the 

greatest siege on the Grand Mosque in Islamic history. At 5:25 a.m. the sound of gunfire 

reverberated through the halls of the mosque, putting an end to any sense of tranquility in the 

building and the Saudi kingdom for several weeks. While the rebels took up their positions 

around the mosque, including snipers in the minarets, all of the mosque‟s unarmed guards were 

quickly shot and some worshippers were killed in the crossfire.
xxiv

 Meanwhile, al-Utaybi 

emerged to seize the mosque‟s microphone from Ibn Subeil. The crowd rushed to exit the 

building, only to find all of the gates chained shut.
xxv

 

Over the loudspeakers, al-Utaybi gave military orders to his followers to ensure that the 

mosque was securely locked down before declaring his goals. Al-Utaybi, first declared that their 

authority extended across Mecca, Medina and Jeddah before handing the microphone to the 

brother of the alleged mahdi, Mohammad Abdullah al-Qahtani.
xxvi

 For the next hour, the brother 

of the mahdi, Sayid al-Qahtani spoke to the crowd in classical Arabic, declaring that the messiah 

had arrived to save the world from its wicked, corrupt ways. In particular, the speech focused on 

the illegitimacy of the Saudi ruling family and the poison of Western influence. Furthermore, the 

militants claimed that the oath of bay’a (allegiance) to the Saudis was no longer valid because 

the royal family clearly failed to uphold the laws of Islam. Following this speech, the mahdi 

himself took center stage to receive the bay’a from the militants. Most hostages were allowed to 

leave, although others, especially Saudis, were held as hostages throughout the siege. Prince 

Abdullah estimated that the number of hostages held during the entire siege to be around 1,000 

in a communication with American Ambassador West.
 xxvii

  In another communication, West was 

informed that hostages in the mosque were not being harmed or threatened.  

A few hours later, the Mecca police finally responded to the siege, only to be met and 

killed by sniper gunfire from the tops of the minarets.
xxviii

 As many prominent royal family 

members were unavailable, the task of saving the mosque and Saudi legitimacy fell on the 

interior minister Prince Nayef and defense minister Prince Sultan. Soon, trucks of Army and 

National Guard soldiers rolled into Mecca, taking positions around the holy site. Officially, the 

Special Security Forces under the direction of the Ministry of the Interior were put in charge of 

restoring calm in the mosque.
xxix

 Furthermore, the authorities constructed roadblocks around the 

Kingdom, and shut down all communication with the outside world.
xxx

  

Because of the media blackout, there is a wide array of grossly inaccurate reports from 

around the world. The efficacy of the siege seemed to indicate participation of outside actors, 

and the newly-established Iranian regime and the American media accused one another of 

meddling in Saudi affairs. The Iranian and Syrian accusations were particularly inflammatory, in 

that any non-Muslim is strictly prohibited inside Mecca let alone the Holy Mosque itself. Indeed, 

these accusations of an American siege− or backing a siege− on Islam‟s Holy of Holies led to 
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widespread Muslim revolts around the world, the most destructive and shocking being on the 

American embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan.
xxxi

 These attacks were reportedly a result of rumors 

that the Americans and Israelis had sponsored the siege on the Grand Mosque as a counter-attack 

to the hostage crisis in Tehran.
xxxii

 There were similar violent protests and attacks on American 

interests across the Muslim world. 
On the morning of November 21, the Saudi Interior Ministry finally issued its official 

statement on the situation in the Mosque, saying “A group of renegades carrying arms and 

ammunition infiltrated the Holy Mosque…presented one of their followers as the mahdi and 

called on worshippers to recognize him as such. The Saudi Authorities have asked the religious 

leaders for their opinion about measures to be taken to protect Muslims in the mosque.”
xxxiii

 This 

opinion from religious officials was not issued for another two days, meaning that the Saudi 

authorities could not yet begin their full counterattack.  Because shooting inside the sacred site is 

strictly forbidden, the regime was forced to wait for an official fatwa (legal ruling) by the ulama 

before entering the mosque.
xxxiv

 At a time when the legitimacy of the government was so 

precarious, it was essential to receive clerical permission.  

The renovation which was being undertaken at the time also put the Saudis in a difficult 

position because the Holy Ka‟ba was structurally unsound.
xxxv

 Any major explosions or damage 

to the mosque could cause the ground underneath the Ka‟ba to give way, resulting in its utter 

destruction. The Saudis initiated their preliminary attack involving the use of flash-bang 

weaponry that did not produce lethal fragments. Once the firing began, groups of commandos 

stormed the Peace Gate, only to be mowed down by rebel fire.
xxxvi

 Following this major defeat, 

the Saudi monarchy was determined to continue these small-scale counterattacks. On Thursday 

morning, Sixth Battalion rangers managed inconspicuously to approach the Marwa Gate and 

affix explosives to the perimeter, blowing the gate off its hinges, and allowing access to the 

Marwa-Safa gallery. Here, however, they were brutally ambushed.
xxxvii

 

The fatwa, issued on Friday November 23, stated “The ulama unanimously agreed that 

fighting inside the mosque had become permissible… If they fight you, then you must kill them 

because this is the punishment of nonbelievers.”
xxxviii

 Even after receiving the approval of the 

clerical establishment, the Saudis had much more severe fighting ahead of them before they 

could rest at ease, despite several of their own public proclamations. However, the proclamation 

significantly eased the difficulty of their task because it allowed them more freedom to re-take 

the mosque in whatever way that they could. 

By the time that the Saudis were able to begin their full offensive, the rebels had 

strategically established themselves throughout the mosque, especially along the perimeters, in 

order to withstand any ensuing government retaliation. Furthermore, snipers atop the minarets 

could warn their compatriots of upcoming attacks as well as provide protective fire. The firing 

capability of the snipers is apparent in a report from three American pilots doing reconnaissance 

missions over the mosque. In a statement issued by the American embassy, they noted “that their 

helicopter drew heavy fire, including tracers, from gun positions established in the twin minarets 

and it appeared that the snipers possessed at least one .50 caliber machine gun…the occupiers 

seemed very well organized and constantly moved their gun positions…in order to hinder the 

aiming of return fire.”
xxxix

  

The Saudi military was also well-equipped with American and European military 

technology. On November 23, the Saudi Army brought in a fleet of armored personnel carriers 

(APCs) and artillery support. The Saudis‟ primary goal was to eliminate the snipers using 

missiles known as TOWs (tube-launched, optically tracked, wire guided). These missiles were 
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meant to be used on tanks and were able to easily put an end to the rebel sniper fire, allowing the 

Saudis to begin their ground offensive using the APCs, which shielded them from rebel fire, 

although not totally as some rebels managed to toss Molotov cocktails into the cockpits of the 

APCs.
xl

 By mid-Saturday, the armored offensive finally cleared out the Marwa-Safa gallery, 

opening the path to the main courtyard. The APCs drove to the main courtyard, and quickly fired 

into the surrounding ramparts. According to the American pilots witnessing the attack, a 

significant amount of damage had been done to the mosque‟s structure. The pilots described 

black smoke rising from the eastern and northwestern sides of the building as a result of the APC 

attacks, and a great amount of damage to the Marwa-Safa gallery. Fire engines outside of the 

mosque were attempting to contain the blaze and several Saudi soldiers were standing on the 

rooftop. While the pilots were unable to see any wounded themselves, the American Embassy 

received intelligence that all Jidda doctors were called in for treatment of the wounded.
xli

  

As a result of their severe losses during the initial Saudi attacks, most of the remaining 

rebels, including both al-Utaybi and the mahdi, retreated into the Qaboo where they made their 

last stand. While trying to secure the final underground portions of the mosque, the Saudi 

authorities were quick to extinguish flames and prevent any further damage to the mosque‟s 

structure.
xlii

  

Saudi authorities, on Saturday and Sunday, began to search out the final militants in the 

vast tunnels of the mosque. The Saudi government informed the American Embassy that there 

were 60 to 70 insurgents remaining in the Mosque's labyrinth of tunnels and an unknown number 

of hostages. The remaining insurgents were surviving off the small amount of dates and water 

that they had previously smuggled into the mosque.
xliii

 The Saudi authorities, seeking to capture 

as many gunmen alive as possible, for intelligence-gathering reasons, and to avoid further 

hostage casualties, requested a large amount of tear gas and smoke-making equipment from the 

American government, which would be effective in the catacomb-like basement.
xliv

 

By November 28, more than a week after the initial attack, Saudi officers finally felt 

secure enough to pose for the media, praying in front of the sacred Ka‟ba at the Grand Mosque. 

On the same day, authorities began interrogations of al-Utaybi‟s operatives captured in the 

basement of the Qaboo. Simultaneously, raids to rid the basement of the final 25 to 30 militants 

continued.
xlv

 In addition, according to several reports, French security forces were sent to Mecca 

to direct these final incursions. The Saudi authorities have kept this aspect of the assault a closely 

guarded secret ever since. The French commandos arrived in Riyadh on Thursday, November 29, 

but never actually went on a mission to the Grand Mosque itself. Their sole duty was to direct 

the operations of Saudi forces, which were clearly lacking in tactical capabilities, as well as an 

overall sense of direction. Much of this is a direct result of the lack of coherent military 

authority, as the Saudis were drawing forces from four separate units: the Army, the National 

Guard, the Special Forces, and the Security Forces, organizations that were officially under the 

direction of different princes. In addition to these commandos, the French government also sent 

large amounts of tear gas and ammunition.
xlvi

 

On December 4, 1979, Saudi authorities regained control of the mosque with the 

guidance of the three French Special Forces officers. Juhayman al-Utaybi was captured and the 

mahdi Mohammad Abdullah al-Qahtani was killed and identified by his brother.
xlvii

 Following 

this, the militants were captured and paraded on Saudi state television two consecutive nights.
xlviii

 

At the end of this siege, the final death toll for Saudi troops was 12 officers and 115 non-

commissioned officers; there were also 49 officers and 402 non-commissioned officers 

hospitalized due to severe injuries in these attacks. As for the rebels, according to Saudi 
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statements, 75 rebels were killed in the siege, 15 rebel bodies were found, another 27 died as a 

result of injuries after being detained, the rest were imprisoned.
xlix

 Prince Nayef also claimed that 

only 26 hostages had been killed in addition to 110 injured during the confrontation in the Grand 

Mosque. However, there is much doubt about these official numbers published by the Saudi 

government. The American Embassy cable from Jeddah notes that the hospital figures indicate 

that both casualties and injuries were much higher than stated, especially amongst the Saudi 

military.
l
 

At dawn on January 9, 1980, 63 people were decapitated in eight cities around the 

Kingdom, making it the largest mass execution in Saudi history.
 li

 The list of those executed, 

included 41 Saudis, 10 Egyptians, 7 Yemenis, 3 Kuwaitis, an Iraqi and a Sudanese.
lii

 However, 

this list of those executed does not represent the most influential members in al-Utaybi‟s 

movement, nor is it representative of the group as a whole. For example, two African Americans 

that remain anonymous to this day participated in the attack. Furthermore, many of those that 

participated in the siege were not sentenced to death but were sentenced to long prison terms.
liii

 

In addition to those that participated in the attack, the Saudi government also arrested many other 

people who had been involved in either the JSM or Juhayman‟s Ikhwan at any point. 

Within a few months, Juhayman‟s Ikhwan organization was completely dismantled, 

although there is evidence of some followers escaping to Yemen, Kuwait, or Saudi Arabia‟s vast 

desert. The Kuwaiti branch of the movement survived and remained active throughout the 1980s, 

although its ideology was more akin to the original JSM.
liv

 

This incident shocked the regime, which had focused its security forces on suppressing 

leftist dissent rather than closely monitoring religious circles. In response, the Saudi government 

changed its domestic policy to follow more closely the ideology of the political Sahwa 

movement. This decision truly changed the nature of Saudi society and government to the 

present day. 

Influence in Later Movements 

As protector of the two most holy sites in Islam, which attract millions of pilgrims every 

year, Saudi Arabia will always occupy a special position of influence in the Islamic world. In 

light of this, the violent Siege of Mecca resulted in a wide variety of effects. The rampant spread 

of demonstrations across the Muslim world protesting the seizure of the Grand Mosque shows 

the propaganda power of this event. While these initial reactions were based on rumors and false 

speculation, they also display the psychological impact that an attack on the holiest place had on 

Muslims around the world. This impact was not quickly dispelled, especially amongst radical 

Muslims.  Overall, it changed the Saudi regime itself, it affected later opposition movements, and 

most importantly it affected Muslims worldwide and influenced later Islamist dissident 

movements.  

The success of a few hundred militants in storming the Grand Mosque for such an 

extended period of time exposed serious flaws in the Saudi military and security sector. It 

became blatantly apparent that the Saudi government had no contingency plan to deal with 

armed seizures of a holy place, a serious weakness in their role as Custodians of the Holy Sites.  

Furthermore, this embarrassment had the potential to encourage other dissidents in the long-term, 

both because of the Saudi‟s tangible failures and because of the public questioning of their 

legitimacy. As a result, the Saudi government continues to strictly guard information about the 

movement and made many hasty reforms to silence other conservative critics.   

In the wake of this massive embarrassment, the Saudi government initiated a wide array 

of reforms in order to temper ongoing political unrest. For instance, King Khaled and Crown 
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Prince Fahd put forward a plan to set up a consultative council, Majlis al-Shura that would act as 

a quasi-parliament and be made up of appointed deputies. They also proposed a 200-article 

document of government by-laws that has been compared to a constitution that would define the 

process of choosing a king. A third element of the plan focused on enhancing local government 

and giving regional officials more authority.
lv

 The Saudi government also passed a gun-control 

law requiring all private weapons to be registered with the government.
lvi

 In addition, the Saudis 

vowed to take a much harsher approach towards dissident movements of all ideologies, 

regardless of their size, in order to prevent similar attacks in the future.
lvii

 

In analysis of the Saudi response to the attacks, it is often said that the Saudi security 

forces defeated the extremists, and the Saudi government adopted its ideas. Because of the 

ideological differences between al-Utaybi‟s Ikhwan and conservative Wahhabis mentioned 

above, this is not technically true. However, it is true that following this attack, the Saudi regime 

began to enforce a much more stringent code of Islamic law. As the moderate Saudi scholar Dr. 

Khalil al-Khalil describes, 
Saudi television wasn‟t the same Saudi television after Juhayman‟s attacks in 

Mecca. The co-education in universities between girls and boys—they were 

studying together—after Juhayman, the schools implemented more conservative 

ideas... And we can say they intimidated the government to some extent. There 

was a kind of tense environment that was really terrible and it continued with us 

for many years, and it contributes to what we are about today.
lviii

 

 The Saudi monarchy were not the only ones to be shocked by this event; Saudi society 

also drastically changed. Prior to this attack, Saudi society was conservative out of tradition 

rather than in the religious sense. They were using Western-style banking practices, and sending 

their children to schools in Europe and America. However, the siege of the Grand Mosque 

served as a wake-up call for many Saudis, and religious conservatism became more 

widespread.
lix

 These changes were also part of the general Islamic revival occurring in Saudi 

Arabia at the time, discussed above, but this event created an environment in which the 

government as well as the population became more religiously conservative. 

 It is only in this way that the siege on Mecca can be seen as leading towards the growth 

of al-Qaeda: with the patronage of the Saudi state. The years following this attack were the most 

prosperous in Saudi history, and because of the great threat to its Islamic legitimacy, the Saudi 

monarchy committed a large portion of their oil money towards funding the jihad in Afghanistan 

against the Soviets, and later stood firmly behind the jihadist elements in Bosnia. On the home 

front, the Saudis established a "stick and carrot" system to divert domestic dissent. This included 

a widespread crackdown by the Saudi security establishment and a massive patronage system, 

also funded by their oil wealth.
lx

 In this way, the Saudi regime was able to export radical Islamic 

Saudi nationals to Afghanistan, maintain their Islamic legitimacy, and avoid further Islamic 

dissidence at home. While this plan would later backfire with the return of the "Afghan Arabs" 

(those who had fought in Afghanistan), the Saudis successfully consolidated their power in the 

meantime.
lxi

 

Despite the Saudi government's efforts to limit the repercussions of the attack on the 

Grand Mosque at Mecca, al-Utaybi's movement inspired and influenced other Islamist groups. 

First of all, the siege was influential because it was not a particularly well-planned attack or a 

particularly well-organized movement. "It was a rather spontaneous attack carried out by a small 

group of dreamers." As such, it inspired many young radicals to hope that they could achieve a 

similar feat.
lxii

 The profound influence of this attack comes across in spite of, rather than because 

of al-Utaybi's ideology or strategy. 
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The inspirational power of this movement is revealed in the number of siege attempts in 

the years following the 1979 attack. At the time of the Grand Mosque siege, the belief that a 

group could violently overthrow a government was new amongst Islamic movements, especially 

salafis. Following this attack, salafi groups, as well as others began to directly confront 

governments deemed illegitimate. This is apparent in the assassination of Egyptian President 

Anwar Sadat in Egypt in 1981. The assassination was carried out by a salafi group, Jam'aat 

Islamiyya, with a similar rejectionist ideology as al-Utaybi's group. While there were no direct 

links between these groups, it is plausible that Jam'aat Islamiyya gained some confidence to take 

on the Egyptian regime after witnessing the success of al-Utaybi's group.
lxiii

 While this analysis 

is certainly speculative, there is some evidence of links between the groups, either because of 

Egyptian pilgrims present at the siege or the two groups‟ shared ideology. There also may have 

been an ideological bridge between the groups because of the participation of Egyptians with al-

Utaybi's movement. 

Furthermore, the beginning of the jihad in Afghanistan, and the establishment of a radical 

Islamic community that went along with it, created an ideological exchange that would allow al-

Utaybi's legacy to spread.  Some scholarly sources cite al-Utaybi, erroneously, as the ideological 

precursor to al-Qaeda.
lxiv

 It is clear that this is not true. One example of the many differences 

between al-Utaybi‟s ideology and that espoused by al-Qaeda is their different perceptions of 

legitimate takfir. In one of al-Utaybi‟s letters, like modern-day al-Qaeda leaders, he portrays the 

Saudi state as an un-Islamic institution. However, al-Utaybi said that declaring the rulers as 

individuals kafir was prohibited as long as they continue to call themselves Muslims. He made 

the important distinction between an illegitimate regime and individuals whom he refused to 

excommunicate. Al-Qaeda, on the other hand justifies its violent attacks on both individual and 

governments through takfir, ignoring this distinction.
lxv

  

While al-Utaybi can in no way be considered the direct forefather of modern jihadist 

ideology, some jihadist clerics that came across al-Utaybi‟s teachings borrowed from the ideas 

expressed in his writings or tried to revive some parts of his ideology. In particular, Abu 

Muhammad al-Maqdisi, a Palestinian cleric currently under house arrest in Jordan, borrowed 

heavily from al-Utaybi‟s writings and made significant contacts with members of JSM in 

Kuwait.
lxvi

 This influence is clear in the title of one of al-Maqdisi‟s most famous writings: Millat 

Ibrahim (“Community of Abraham”).
 lxvii

 Al-Utaybi, throughout his letters, focused on this idea 

that was first expressed by early Wahhabi scholars. The similarities to al-Utaybi‟s ideology 

extend beyond the title; in this text al-Maqdisi borrows from al-Utaybi‟s writings and extends his 

ideas.
lxviii

 Millat Ibrahim is considered to be the constitution of takfiris, making it particularly 

influential.
lxix

 Al-Maqdisi also praises al-Utaybi at the beginning of his article entitled “The 

Shameful Actions Manifest in the Saudi State‟s Disbelief.” Al-Utaybi is most often cited as 

proof of the threat to the Saudi regime. Many radical Islamic online forums continue to praise al-

Utaybi for exposing the corruption and illegitimacy of the Saudi regime. 

Al-Maqdisi‟s admiration and references to al-Utaybi are especially influential because he 

is one of the most widely respected Jihadist-salafi clerics in modern times and his texts are some 

of the most widely read on tawhed.ws.
lxx

 Also, al-Maqdisi is more careful than many other 

jihadist scholars to declare other Muslims kafir; he claims that any Muslim who recites the 

shahada (declaration of faith) cannot be declared apostate, and will be judged in the afterlife for 

their hypocrisy.
lxxi

   However, al-Maqdisi‟s views significantly differ from al-Utaybi‟s in many 

ways, most especially in that al-Maqdisi does engage in takfir against Muslim governments, 
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particularly Saudi Arabia. Essentially, al-Utaybi‟s ideas continue to be pervasive in the wider 

salafi community, but altered to fit the goals of jihadist movements. 

Al-Maqdisi‟s support for al-Utaybi also serves to disprove the assertion that the siege of 

Mecca was a forerunner to al-Qaeda. Al-Maqdisi, while widely read throughout the jihadist 

community both within and without al-Qaeda, is at times a harsh critic of the highest leaders of 

al-Qaeda, particularly Osama bin Laden and Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. Furthermore, the culture 

and ideological background of al-Qaeda are significantly different than the rejectionist Islam of 

al-Utaybi‟s movement. Al-Qaeda and like-minded jihadists‟ goals are inherently political and 

they became radicalized as a result of international politics rather than domestic politics.
lxxii

 Al-

Utaybi‟s discourse focused almost entirely on criticisms of the Saudi state as compared to 

jihadist discourse which focuses on international goals and seeks to export jihad globally. While 

al-Maqdisi is ideologically part of the jihadist trend, his ability to manipulate al-Utaybi‟s 

writings to fit the goals of transnational jihadist ideology reveal the deep influence that these 

ideas continue to have. 

The only direct ideological descendant of al-Utaybi's Ikhwan was a small group of young 

Islamists in Saudi Arabia itself. The group started with only three to four members living in a 

small apartment in Riyadh, but later extended its influence somewhat through meetings in which 

a few hundred people would attend. The organization‟s ideology centered on the belief that 

society in general and state education in particular was corrupt.
lxxiii

 These beliefs are also 

discussed frequently in both al-Maqdisi and al-Utaybi‟s literature.  They formed this group to fill 

a perceived gap in the religious society in Saudi Arabia because they considered the current 

clerical establishment too corrupt and the al- Sahwa movement too political. Like al-Maqdisi, the 

group had similar beliefs to JSM and al-Utaybi but was more radical, especially in regards to 

takfir of the royal family and the religious establishment. The group eventually split into 

different factions, some becoming involved in the 1995 Riyadh bombings, others being detained 

by Saudi security forces, and some going to Afghanistan.
lxxiv

 Al-Maqdisi's strong influence is 

apparent in the court case for the four young men that were convicted in the 1995 Riyadh 

bombing: the defendants repeatedly cited al-Maqdisi's works, especially those criticizing Saudi 

Arabia, as leading to their ultimate decision to complete the attack.  

 While many authors have noted this attack‟s significance, often claiming that it was the 

first step on the path to power of the transnational jihadist movement al-Qaeda, none focus on 

the strategic implications of this event. Furthermore, few give much specific evidence of the 

events‟ significance, apart from a quote from Osama bin Laden or the fact that bin Laden was in 

Mecca at the same time as the event, and was an impressionable young man.
lxxv

  In many ways 

the strategic implications of al-Utaybi‟s attack are equally significant to their ideological 

implications. Following this attack, there have been several attacks on holy sites that reveal a 

certain amount of symmetry to the Grand Mosque attack in 1979. While in no way ideologically 

related to al-Utaybi's attack, a fundamentalist Sikh group carried out a strikingly similar 

occupation of the Golden Temple in 1984. In this situation, Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale along 

with a group of followers moved into the Golden Temple, protesting India's administrative 

power over the Punjab province. For the first few days, there was no response from the Indian 

government because of the religious risks of occupying the Sikh's holy site and Bhindranwale 

used this time to give speeches to pilgrims in the Temple. In order to prepare for the ensuing 

assault by the Indian army, Bhindranwale and his men began to fortify the temple. Similar to al-

Utaybi and his men, Bhindranwale snuck in large quantities of arms into the Temple, under the 

supervision of an Indian army officer. The men also sandbagged all entrances to the Temple and 
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set up marksmen along the perimeter of the building. In response, the Indian Prime Minister 

imposed a curfew on the town and began an assault, code named Operation Blue Star, to remove 

the fundamentalists from the building. Much like al-Utaybi's group, during the ensuing gun fight, 

the militants defended the Temple with machine guns, anti-tank missiles and rocket launchers. 

The assault took several days and remains shrouded in mystery as to the specifics of the attack.  

Also like al-Utaybi, Bhindranwale and a few of his men remained holed up in the basement of 

the Temple for several days before the Indian army was successful in removing and killing 

Bhindranwale. There is no definite evidence that these events are related, as they took place in 

two distinct religious communities, however, the strategic similarities and the temporal 

proximity suggest that Bhindranwale drew on the strategic lessons learned during the Siege of 

the Grand Mosque.  

 In addition to the occupation of the Golden Temple, there have been several attacks on 

mosques by militants with more similar ideologies as well as strategies. For instance, a radical 

group occupied the Red Mosque in Islamabad in July 2007. More recently, in August 2009, a 

salafi group seeking to establish an Islamic emirate took over a mosque in the Gaza Strip. While 

there are situational variations, the general idea is apparent, and reminiscent of the attack on the 

Grand Mosque. 

 

Conclusion 
 In studying effects of the 1979 Siege of Mecca, it is readily apparent that the ideological 

and strategic repercussions of this event are significant, although not in the way that is most 

commonly assumed by many scholars. Al-Utaybi‟s Ikhwan movement was not the first step on 

the path to al-Qaeda, but rather one of many ideological predecessors to influential jihadi-salafi 

clerics such as al-Maqdisi. Furthermore, similar to al-Utaybi himself, admirers of his ideology 

perceive a gap in the existing Islamist movements, and thus remain on the margins of other more 

widespread movements such as al-Qaeda or more political movements like al-Sahwa.  However, 

many Islamist militants of a variety of ideological backgrounds borrowed from al-Utaybi‟s 

strategy in their own violent attacks around the world.  In addition, the success of this siege 

served to change the nature of Saudi society through the government‟s increasingly strict 

enforcement of conservative interpretations of Islam.  These changes significantly altered Saudi 

society and resulted in long-term repercussions for Saudi society and transnational jihadist 

movements as a whole.  

 Thirty years after this groundbreaking event, there is still no definitive evidence of any 

groups or movements who continue to espouse al-Utaybi‟s specifics goals, however, al-Utaybi 

did indeed fulfill half of the prophesy regarding the arrival of the messiah in Sunni ideology: the 

failure and death of a false mahdi which will precede the coming of the true mahdi. According to 

mahdists, following this impersonator, the true mahdi will arrive after a period of time and after a 

number of other prophesies are fulfilled, among them the return of Jews to the Holy Land, the 

establishment of an army in Yemen, the waging of jihad in Iraq and North Africa, the rule by an 

army with black flags and white turbans in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and a siege in the Levant. 

While there is no specific evidence suggesting the rise of the mahdi in the near future, 

transnational jihadist groups such as al-Qaeda have a vested interest in fulfilling these 

prophesies, including that of the mahdi. Indeed, a prominent al-Qaeda leader Abu Mus‟ab Al-

Suri, once stated “It is our destiny to fulfill prophesies,”
lxxvi

 highlighting the possibility of a 

second siege on the Grand Mosque at Mecca. 
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iiSee Yaroslav Trofimov, The Siege of Mecca (New York: Doubleday, 2007) and Thomas Hegghammer and Stephane 

Lacroix, “Rejectionist Islam in Saudi Arabia: The Story of Juhayman al-„Utaybi Revisited,” International Journal of Middle East 
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ivThe term “Wahhabism” in this paper will be used to differentiate the ideology of the Saudi regime and its clerical 

establishment from other Salafist ideologies. Technically, Wahhabism as an ideology is one of three branches of Salafism. Like 
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viiIbid. 
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